
SECURITY DETAILS

Being a security printer, our premises are solely owned and occupied by Canada
Ticket Inc. Our facility has video surveillance that is being recorded 24 hours/day,
365 days/year and an alarm system that is monitored the same. In addition, every
ground level window has been secured with re-enforced security bars and all
ground level offices have motion sensor monitoring. Unauthorized personnel do
not have access to the manufacturing and storage areas as we have a “closed
shop” policy. Any authorized visitors are always escorted while in the manufacturing
and storage areas. All confidential waste is disposed of by use of our in-house

Tickets = Money. Our entire staff understands this and treats it as such.

The production of the job from start to finish will be preformed solely by Canada
Ticket Inc. at our facility in Langley, BC. The only item that will be sourced out is
the manufacturing of the printing plates which will be done under the watchful eye
of the owner of Sheane Graphics who Canada Ticket has been dealing with for
over 16 years. Their facility is alarmed & monitored 24hrs/day, 365 days/year. All
materials pertaining to this job would be returned to Canada Ticket for storage or
disposal.

Canada Ticket Inc. and Sheane Graphics had successfully completed a security
inspection in 2002 by the City of Edmonton Security and Transit Division.

Proofs are generally archived in our files. If required, they can be slated for shredding
or they may also be stored in our safe. All confidential waste is disposed of by use
of our in-house shredding system and is done by a Canada Ticket employee.

The freight company we will choose for delivery will be fully bonded so we do not
need to draw too much attention to delivery itself. If required, depending on the
size of the job, we can ship in locked steel cages and have the keys sent via
Fed-Ex or UPS.

Delivery slips and labels can display as little or as much information as required.
Typically they will reference the purchase order number, our job number, a brief
description of the product and the numbering sequence contained within.

For security to all electronic equipment used for the job, we have multiple pieces
of equipment capable of producing the same work. Therefore we should never be
let down by our equipment.

Electronic information is generally archived and kept on file. If required, it can be
erased/destroyed via a digital shredding program.
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